Teaching ESOL to Adults

This list includes:

- books on the process of teaching English to speakers of other languages, including curriculum development;
- classroom materials for teaching spoken English and grammar and to provide practice in using English in everyday and work situations.

Reading materials suitable for ESOL students are listed in the readers section at the beginning of this catalog.

All books in this list are in English and in paperback format unless stated otherwise.

Curricula and Teaching Strategies

ESOL Syllabus Design
Guidelines for Tutors of Bilingual and Multilingual Adults
by Shan Rees & Helen Sunderland, eds.
Contains detailed guidelines for drawing up a syllabus for use in ESOL courses. Includes examples of actual syllabuses and checklists of items to be included in the syllabus as well as sections on negotiating and evaluating the syllabus with students.

Price: $22.00
Publisher: London Language & Literacy Unit
ISBN: 1-872972-09-8
Year of Publication: 1994
Place of Publication: London, UK
Length/Size: 124 pages, A4, portrait
Peppercorn Title #: 930-0003

Friends, Families and Folk Tales
A Collection of Students' Writing with Activities for English Language Development
by Marina Spiegel & Helen Sunderland, eds.
Thirty texts written by students from all over the world. Each text is accompanied by questions for discussion and ready to use reproducible worksheets with activities for practicing reading, writing and grammar. Friends, Families and Folk Tales is both a ready-to-use set of lessons, and an excellent example of language experience applied to teaching ESOL, which can be readily adapted by teachers as a model for their own use. Very popular with ESOL teachers.

Price: $25.00
Publisher: London Language & Literacy Unit
Year of Publication: 1997
Place of Publication: London, UK
Length/Size: 132 pages, A4, portrait
Format: spiral bound
Peppercorn Title #: 930-0004
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**North Carolina Adult ESOL Curriculum Framework**
This is an innovative curriculum framework for ESOL developed by Literacy South staff working with teachers using an inquiry approach.

Its purpose is to help ESOL practitioners and programs in developing curricula grounded in adult learners' lives, needs, and uses of language and literacy. It is intended to be used as a guide for curriculum development by teachers and as a touchstone for coordinators to enhance existing programs or build new ones.

Price: $25.00  
Publisher: Literacy South  
Year of Publication: 2000  
Place of Publication: Durham, NC, USA  
Length/Size: 129 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait  
Format: in 3-ring notebook  
Peppercorn Title #: 100-0006

**Understanding Life in Australia:**  
**ESL for Older Learners**  
**A Resource for Teachers**  
by Mary Nicholls & Robyn Raleigh

"The result of a project that investigated the need for English language classes for older learners. The project assumed that older migrants realize the need, and are interested in attending English language classes to improve their communication skills so that they can participate more fully in their local community. Innovative and successful delivery strategies and curriculum were tried, resulting in a comprehensive selection of teaching ideas which can easily be adapted for use by teachers of older migrants.

"There are two main sections to the resource: Teachers' Notes and Teaching Materials. The teaching materials are divided into five units: Socializing; Health; Reminiscing; Community Services; and Miscellaneous activities. Activities include writing, reading and oral tasks. There is also a set of Appendices that includes bibliographies, findings and an initial interview form."

Price: $26.00  
Publisher: Language Australia  
Year of Publication: 1998  
Place of Publication: Melbourne, Australia  
Length/Size: 260 pages, A4 portrait  
Format: spiral-bound  
Peppercorn Title #: 800-0071

**Multilingual Negotiation Pack**  
by Shan Rees, Fou Fou Saitsky & Helen Sunderland, eds.

A Collection of reproducible worksheets for negotiating the curriculum in ESOL translated into 17 languages:

Amharic, Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Farsi, French, Greek, Gujarati, Hindi, Punjabi, Somali, Spanish, Tamil, Tigrinya, Turkish, Urdu, Vietnamese and English

It can be used as the starting point for discussions with students on language learning skills, study skills, and previous educational experience. Includes blank template for you to add other languages.

Price: $28.50  
Publisher: Language Australia  
Year of Publication: 1998  
Place of Publication: Melbourne, Australia  
Length/Size: 260 pages, A4 portrait  
Format: spiral-bound  
Peppercorn Title #: 100-0008
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**Teaching Language and Communication**
*by E. Auerbach, C. McKinney & L. Trefry-Goatley*

This book presents three theoretical approaches to language and literacy education: the skills-based view; the social practices view; and the critical or transformative view. It looks at the roles of power and ideology in language and literacy education and explores the implications of the three theories for teaching practice. It discusses how positive aspects of each can be integrated into a pedagogical model. It suggests methods for teaching oral communication and reading and writing in a range of genres.

Price: $10.00  
Publisher: Juta & Company  
Series: The Teaching and Learning Series  
ISBN: 0-7021-3881-9  
Year of Publication: 1997  
Place of Publication: Cape Town, South Africa  
Length/Size: 160 pages, 6.75 x 9.5 inches, portrait  
Peppercorn Title #: 620-0013

**Getting There: Producing Photostories with Immigrant Women**
*by Deborah Barndt, Ferne Cristall & dian marino*

*Getting There* is the story of immigrant women surviving in a new culture. It provides an introduction to a collective method of learning based on personal and social experience, through creating "photostories". The authors are community workers and activists committed to alternative forms of education. This book is a classic that is still as relevant today as when it was first written.

Price: $15.00  
Publisher: Between the Lines  
ISBN: 0-921284-29-1  
Year of Publication: 1982  
Place of Publication: Toronto, Canada  
Length/Size: 110 pages, 11 x 8.5 inches, landscape  
Peppercorn Title #: 730-0002

**Dyslexia and the Bilingual Learner**
*Assessing and Teaching Adults and Young People Who Speak English as an Additional Language*
*by Helen Sunderland & others*

Aimed at tutors who assess and support dyslexic learners but who are not sure how to proceed when these learners also speak English as an additional language. Also useful for teachers of ESOL and language support who would like to know when to refer students for dyslexic assessment and what teaching methods to use to maximize dyslexic learners' acquisition of English. Includes a reproducible diagnostic interview form.

Price: $22.50  
Publisher: London Language & Literacy Unit  
Year of Publication: 1997  
Place of Publication: London, UK  
Length/Size: 70 pages, A4, portrait  
Peppercorn Title #: 930-0002

**Setting the Stage for Literacy: An Anthology of Adult Student Scripts**

"Theatre is now widely accepted as an effective tool and a powerful ally in teaching and learning. This publication is the result of a collaborative learning project designed to investigate how theatre and improvisational drama can help adult learners to develop their basic literacy and English language abilities. ... The plays printed here represent most of the material improvised and developed by the students in three programs. They range from short skits involving a couple of characters to one-scene theater pieces to a larger multi-scene play." Illustrated with photographs taken at the various project performances. The students involved were in both ESL and GED classes.

Price: $10.00  
Publisher: Adult Literacy Resource Institute  
Year of Publication: 1994  
Place of Publication: Boston, MA, USA  
Length/Size: 90 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait  
Peppercorn Title #: 520-0006
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Classroom Materials

Spoken English

Learn to Speak Clearly in English
by Helen Fraser

"This CD is intended to help learners of English as a second language with pronunciation. It is for learners at low to intermediate levels, and is expected to be used with teacher support. The CD takes a communicative approach to pronunciation, teaching in turn about speaking for the listener, sentence stress, word stress and pronunciation of individual sounds. An important element is the last module, 'Critical Listening', which gives learners the opportunity to judge the pronunciation of pre-recorded learners, receive feedback, and record and listen to their own production."

Price: $22.00
Publisher: Language Australia
Year of Publication: 2000
Place of Publication: Melbourne, Australia
Peppercorn Title #: 800-0046

Vidioms

Activating Idioms for ESL
by John F. Chabot

Vidioms is a set of three video tapes accompanied by a reproducible workbook. The package is designed to make every idioms lesson a successful one. The Vidioms book is also available separately.

Vidioms includes 15 lessons with homework. Ninety idioms are featured, six per lesson, emphasizing meaning, contextual clues, usage, form and function. Video portions are nine minutes long per lesson, with three short skits per idiom. These humorous skits present a wide variety of situations and characters, with the idiom in question clearly presented in each skit’s theme.

Teaching Grammar

The Power Drill Grammar Book
70 Reproducible Lessons
by John Kooistra & Alison Kooistra

This fully reproducible book offers 70 lessons on basic grammatical structures, common usage problems, fundamentals of punctuation and elementary paragraph writing skills.

The sample sentences are in step with modern times (computers, video games, etc.) and the grammar is simple, clear, up-to-date, and focused on students’ primary needs. The book aims to combine enjoyment with learning. A great supplement to any ESOL class. Includes an answer key.

Price: $29.95
Publisher: Full Blast Productions
Year of Publication: 2000
Place of Publication: Virgil, ON, Canada
Length/Size: 74 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: spiral-bound, reproducible
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0024
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The Power Slam Grammar Book
60 Reproducible Lessons
by John Kooistra & Alison Kooistra
Sequel to The Power Drill Grammar Book.
The units "focus on students' primary needs: error correction of their writing and speech, and expansion of their range of expression without requiring the memorizing of grammar terminology." Six units focus on parts of speech, sentence construction (statements, negations, questions, answers, and commands), usage problems, and a range of verb tenses.

Lessons include individual and group work, written and oral work, serious input and fun activities. Reproducible with an answer key.

Price: $32.95
Publisher: Full Blast Productions
ISBN: 1-895451-41-8
Year of Publication: 2001
Place of Publication: Virgil, ON, Canada
Length/Size: 112 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: spiral-bound, reproducible
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0034

The Verb Well (Two volumes)
A Thematic Introduction to Verbs, Verb Forms and Verb Use
by Chirawibha Sivell & John Sivell
The Verb Well is a reproducible illustrated compendium of verbs, verb forms and verb use. Each book covers 150 verbs, chosen for utility and frequency of use.

The verbs are thematically arranged so as to promote meaningful use and effective recall. The Verb Well introduces learners to the formal variations and the grammatical patterns required for accurate utilization of a carefully selected range of essential verbs and also displays representative contexts in which these verbs are likely to be encountered in real life.

"A valuable reference for students when difficulties arise, and a practical core text for the systematic study or review of English verbs, The Verb Well will be one of those indispensable books you keep coming back to again and again."

Reproducible with an answer key.

Price: $32.95 each.
Publisher: Full Blast Productions
Place of Publication: Virgil, ON, Canada
Length/Size: 210 pages each, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: spiral-bound, reproducible
ISBN:
Book 1: 1-895451-36-1
Book 2: 1-895451-38-8

The Vocabulary Diet (Three vols.)
Five Words a Day for 30 Days
by David DeRocco
Each volume contains thirty reproducible units each with five new vocabulary words, starting with the dictionary definitions and going on to exercises. Includes complete answer key.

Price: $29.95 each
Publisher: Full Blast Productions
Year of Publication: 2001
Place of Publication: Virgil, ON, Canada
Length/Size: 60 pages each, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: spiral-bound, reproducible
ISBN:
Book 1: 1-895451-36-1
Book 2: 1-895451-38-8
Book 3: 1-895451-44-2
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Classroom Materials

Integrated Teaching Programs

English for Everyday Activities
by Lawrence J. Zwier

*English for Everyday Activities* is for beginning ESL students. It outlines events of daily life, in a step-by-step pictorial format and teaches the language and skills needed to communicate in each daily occurrence. The events are grouped into Starting the Day; Getting Around; At Home in the Evening; Managing a Household; Keeping in Touch; Having Fun With Friends.

"This is a verb-based multi-skills program that uses a student text with clear and colorful pictorial details as a starting point and focuses on the specific processes involved in everyday activities such as waking up, riding a bus, playing CDs, and using an ATM. It is suitable for classroom use, home study and also helpful to more advanced learners."

The components of the basic program include:

- A Picture Dictionary
- A Workbook
- An Audio Component on Tape or CD
- A Teacher’s Guide

Publisher: New Readers Press
Year of Publication: 1999
Place of Publication: Syracuse, NY, USA
Level: low beginning

A Picture Process Dictionary-Basic

The main text focuses on what people do and links the activities to what people and things are and the circumstances in which actions take place. Features include key vocabulary sidebars in every unit, a detailed index for every key term, usage notes, guides to use of main verb tenses, and helpful appendices.

Price: $14.00
Length/Size: 96 pages, 7.5 x 10 inches, portrait
Format: paperback
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0062

Workbook-Basic

Price: $9.00
Length/Size:
Format: paperback
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0064

Audiotape and CD-Basic

Audiotape
Price: $17.00
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0065

CD
Price: $17.00
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0066

Teacher’s Guide-Basic

Price: $8.00
Length/Size: 32 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: paperback
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0063

Note: Discounts for multiple copies are automatically applied to New Readers Press publications.
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English for Work Activities
by Lynn Stafford-Yilmaz & Lawrence J. Zwier

English for Work Activities brings language to life for ESL learners who need to communicate at work. The program outlines step-by-step the daily occurrences found in typical workplace situations such as getting a uniform, working safely with chemicals, and using a cash register. The core of the program is a full color picture dictionary, which follows typical sequences of activities in the workplace in picture story format, reinforced by an audio component on tape or CD. The program focuses on verbs as the main building blocks for communicating more than 50 work-related activities. The topics can be studied in any order.

User-friendly features include key vocabulary sidebars in every unit, a detailed index for every key term, usage notes, and a reproducible 'My Way' template for students to write their own versions of daily processes. A SCANS correlation summary is included."

The components of the program include:
- A Picture Dictionary
- A Workbook
- An Audio Component on Tape or CD
- A Teacher's Guide

Price: $14.00
Length/Size: 78 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: paperback
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0057

Workbook
"A wide range of activities help students process the dictionary vocabulary and reinforce understanding of the steps in work activities through reading, writing and speaking. Students also have opportunities to relate the processes to their own experiences."

Price: $9.00
ISBN: 1-56420-448-0
Length/Size: 73 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: paperback
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0058

Audiotape and CD
"Spoken captions and dialogue from each dictionary picture reinforce good listening skills."

Audiotape
Price: $17.00
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0060

CD
Price: $17.00
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0061

Teacher's Guide
"Tips and strategies help teachers present, reinforce, and personalize the student book lessons."

Price: $8.00
Length/Size: 32 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: paperback
Peppercorn Title #: 590-0059

Note: Discounts for multiple copies are automatically applied to New Readers Press publications.
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## At Work in the US

*Readings and Language for Job Success*

*by Ellen Vacco & Paula Jablon*

At Work in the US helps beginning-level adult ESL learners gain the general language skills and cultural understanding they need to function successfully in the US workplace. The lessons address common workplace topics and key issues that students will encounter:

- expressing personal information, from filling out forms to meeting new people at work
- dealing with job procedures and benefits, from schedules to paychecks
- working safely, from following safety rules to reporting problems
- understanding workplace culture, from learning to work with others to getting a performance review

Lessons are set in specific work settings, but the language and skills that are taught are relevant and can be easily transferred to meet students' personal work requirements.

The components of the program include:

- A Student Book
- An Audio Component on Tape or CD
- A Teacher’s Resource Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher: New Readers Press</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year of Publication: 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of Publication: Syracuse, NY, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level: beginning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## Student Book

The sixteen lessons are centered round an immigrant family working in the US and their specific experiences. The stories are set in many places where people work: hospitals, hotels, kitchens, factories, stores, nursing homes, construction sites, and others.

The chapters include exercises in vocabulary, reading, grammar, listening, pronunciation and dialogues, writing. Includes listening exercise prompts and an answer key

| Price: $11.75 |
| Length/Size: 143 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait |
| Format: paperback |
| Peppercorn Title #: 590-0077 |

## Audiotape and CD

The audio component includes prompts for all the listening activities, along with vocabulary lists and reading passages from each lesson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audiotape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price: $17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorn Title #: 590-0078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price: $17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorn Title #: 590-0079</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Teacher’s Resource Guide

Offers general suggestions for use of all materials, and extended lesson activities. Includes photocopy masters of unit tests, an answer key for each photocopy master, and supplemental activities for each unit.

| Price: $27.50 |
| ISBN: 1-56420-396-4 |
| Length/Size: 79 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait |
| Format: paperback |
| Peppercorn Title #: 590-0080 |

---

*Note: Discounts for multiple copies are automatically applied to New Readers Press publications.*
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More Classroom Activities from Full Blast
In addition to the books listed above, Full Blast produces a wide number of reproducible activity books for classroom use, which are very popular with classroom teachers. They are all spiral-bound and reproducible.

America from Apple Pie to Ziegfield Follies (Four volumes)

Book 1: People
Book 2: Places
Book 3: Things
Book 4: Events

by Kirk Schriefer & John Sivell

America from Apple Pie to Ziegfield Follies is a 4-book series of reproducible ESL reading and discussion texts. Each unit examines an element of the American experience that will interest and inform learners who want to know more about the people, history, geography and culture of the USA.

Each unit includes a short text; a discussion of the main idea, exercises on understanding, inference, interpretation and word power, with reinforcement in the form of crosswords, and an answer key.

Book 1 contains 26 units each featuring a prominent American (from Muhammad Ali to Babe Zaharias by way of Jesse James, Harriet Tubman, Sarah Vaughan and others).

Book 2 contains 26 units each featuring a place of interest or importance (from Atlanta to Zuni Pueblo, by way of Kitty Hawk, Valley Forge and others).

Book 3 contains 26 units each featuring typically American things (from Automobiles to Zoos by way of Jazz, Television and others).

Book 4 contains 26 units each featuring a significant event (from Alamo to Ziegfield Follies by way of Iroquois League, Reconstruction and others).

Price: $32.95 each
Publisher: Full Blast Productions
Year of Publication: 1996
Place of Publication: Virgil, ON, Canada
Length/Size: 156 pages each, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: spiral-bound, reproducible

ISBN:
Book One: 1-895451-17-5
Book Two: 1-895451-18-3
Book Three: 1-895451-19-1
Book Four: 1-895451-20-5

Peppercorn Title #:
Book One: 760-0025
Book Two: 760-0026
Book Three: 760-0027
Book Four: 760-0028

Also: Canada Eh to Zed
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The ESL Safety Book
by Craig Doughtery & Robert Emigh
Fifty reproducible units include short articles at a beginning level for reading and discussion, followed by exercises and discussion questions. Topics include: AIDS/HIV; Asthma and Children; Choking; Electrical Fires; Cancer; Stop, Drop & Roll; Avoiding Victimization; First Aid Kits; Pool Safety; Dealing with Police; and more.

Price: $32.95
Publisher: Full Blast Productions
Year of Publication: 2001
Place of Publication: Virgil, ON, Canada
Length/Size: 118 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: spiral-bound, reproducible
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0033

Every Picture Tells A Story
by Bruce Lyne, Madeline Bovin & Joan Bundas
Every Picture Tells a Story consists of 75 reproducible black and white photographs. Different people from several cultural backgrounds are featured. The scenes in the photographs range from the everyday to the humorous and the dramatic.

Every Picture Tells A Story makes for lively conversation…each photo comes with an activities page to guarantee success. Besides the 5Ws and other questions, suggestions are given to prompt students to use their imaginations or to get them to discuss wider world issues presented in or related to the photos."

Price: $39.95
Publisher: Full Blast Productions
ISBN: 1-895451-28-0
Year of Publication: 2000
Place of Publication: Virgil, ON, Canada
Length/Size: 140 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: spiral-bound, reproducible
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0031

Thematic Activities for Beginners in English
by John F. Chabot

More Thematic Activities for Beginners in English
by Tosha Docherty & David Macdonald

Intended for learners who are just beginning to learn English, this text eases students into their new language through the use of illustrations and popular word games and activities.

Each unit introduces 24 words. Each word is used in a sentence which uses the word in an everyday context, followed by drawings to depict the words visually and reinforced by a variety of activities (crosswords, mazes, word puzzles etc). Reproducible. Includes an answer key.

Price: $32.95 each
Publisher: Full Blast Productions
Place of Publication: Virgil, ON, Canada
Length/Size: 140 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Format: spiral-bound, reproducible

Thematic Activities: The ten units cover the following themes: the alphabet, the human body, in the classroom, clothing, fruits and vegetables, verbs of action, animals, nature, transportation and sports.

ISBN: 1-895451-16-7
Year of Publication: 1995
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0015

More Thematic Activities: The ten units cover the following themes: in the house, vehicles, food, adjectives, health care, facial expressions, shapes and math terms, verbs of action, tools, everyday activities.

Year of Publication: 1997
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0016
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Other Full Blast Titles
Other items are listed briefly here. For a fuller description send for our Full Blast catalog or visit our web-site.

American Superlatives
A Reproducible Beginner Reader
by John F. Chabot & Chirawibha Sivell
"Learn about people and things that make America special." Features short, beginner level articles complemented by a variety of exercises, with attention paid to the different skill areas. With its focus on Americana, this is a great place for students to begin learning about the USA. 50 reproducible units for beginner readers.

Price: $29.95
Year of Publication: 1997
Length/Size: 54 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0001

Stories for the New Millennium
by David DeRocco
A reproducible ESL/literacy text. Includes 50 passages on such topics as cloning, air pollution, rap music, infomercials, aromatherapy and much more, each with pre and post reading activities. Includes an answer key. For intermediate readers.

Price: $29.95
Year of Publication: 1998
Length/Size: 54 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0002

From Near and Far
Short Fiction for ESL
by John Sivell
This text features 16 original, illustrated stories set in cultural and geographical contexts from around the world. Provides carefully designed activities in purposeful, topical texts for teenaged and adult advanced level readers. Includes teachers' notes and answers to closed-ended exercises.

Price: $32.95
Year of Publication: 1991
Length/Size: 253 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0004

The World We Live In
Short Fiction for ESL
by John Sivell
Read about people, sports, the arts, science and medicine, and nature through topics such as urban planning mountain biking, coral reefs, folk art and more.

Price: $32.95
Year of Publication: 1999
Length/Size: 120 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, portrait
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0003

The International Holiday and Festival Primer
(Two volumes)
by David DeRocco, Joan Dundas & Ian Zimmerman
A two-book series which is designed to help students learn about international holy days and cultural festivals and promote cultural awareness and understanding. Other essays are about cultural festivals, worldwide observances, national as well as regional holidays, and more.

Price: $32.95 each
Volume 1
ISBN: 1-895451-24-8
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0008
Volume 2
Peppercorn Title #: 760-0009
101 Illustrated Crossword Puzzles (Two volumes)
Reproducible Crossword Puzzles for Language Learning fun!
by John F. Chabot
These two ten-unit reproducible crossword books are designed to help English language learners, both first and second language, to expand their vocabularies and to let them have fun doing it.

Volume 1
The units include topics such as appliances, weather, fast food, signs, furniture, the environment, healthy foods, and professions. Pictorial representations are used to put the words in context. Each unit contains ten crosswords ranging from very simple to more difficult. Includes an answer key.

100 Thematic Wordsearch Puzzles
by John F. Chabot
100 Thematic Wordsearch Puzzles is a reproducible book of puzzles. Wordsearch puzzles involve a list of words, and a grid full of letters. The puzzler must search the grid for the words in the list, which are placed in various directions.

Each puzzle is based on themes such as daily routines, health, moods, food, movies, occupations etc, and contains at least 40 words. As a bonus, the remaining letters on the grid can be arranged in the order they are found on the grid to make a sentence relevant to the topic. A complete answer key is provided.

Volume 2 (101 More Illustrated Crossword Puzzles)
This unit covers the following themes: opposites, outer space, safety, sea creatures, travel, in the city, insects, musical instruments and health care. Pictorial representations are used to put the words in context. Each unit contains ten crosswords ranging from very simple to more difficult. Includes an answer key.

Bilingual Children
A Guide for Parents and Carers
by Foufou Savitzky
This booklet aims to reassure parents who are bringing up their children to speak more than one language that doing so will benefit their children. Gives examples of questions that parents frequently ask such as "Is it normal for my child to answer me in English when I speak to her in my language?" Ideal for use in a family literacy program with ESOL parents.

Prices are subject to change. For current prices, please check our website at www.peppercornbooks.com.